We describe Paradropper, a general-purpose global computing system based on a peer-to-peer self-organizing overlay network. In Paradropper, the peer is organized into an overlay network with "small world" characteristics, and workload is well balanced among the peers according to their workload in a decentralized manner. Particularly, it not only supports embarrassing parallel computing mode, but also allows correlativity between tasks.
Introduction
This paper describes Paradropper, a general-purpose peer-to-peer global computing system. Paradropper has three distinguishable features compared with other global computing systems. The first feature is its peer-to-peer architecture. Current global computing systems such as Javelin++ [1] and Bayanihan [2] are essentially center-based, when there are too many computing jobs managed by the center server, it becomes a bottleneck of the whole system, which may lead to single-point failure.
Secondly, in most of other general-purpose global computing systems, users need to register first to contribute their resource and know addresses of other peers to submit jobs. On the contrary, the objective of Paradropper is to implement a unified computing network on which any one can submit (contribute) his/her computing jobs (computing resources) without knowing the underlying details described above.
Finally, Paradropper is not only an embarrassingly parallel computing environment, but also supports pipeline parallel and cooperative computing.
Roles In Paradropper System
There are some different roles between task is accepted by a volunteer computer, the volunteer will assemble it into a tasklet.
Generally, a task has no address, no execute body (the java class), on the contrary, a tasklet has an address and some loaded java class. In other words, computing and task is logic executing unit and tasklet is the actual executing unit. For instance, once a volunteer accepts a task descriptor, it will assemble a tasklet object according the descriptor.
The Paradropper framework employs a highly object-oriented design. It defines a set of interacting components and uses them to build
Paradropper system such as the one shown in Figure 1 .
The Constructing Of Paradropper Network
Many researches [3~5] have shown that such peer-to-peer applications as the Gnutella decentralized file-sharing network have some self-organizing network characteristics, which contribute to peer's easily and effectively searching for data. These characteristics include
(1) high cluster coefficient (2) short path length and (3) power-law distribution, etc. All these knowledge to make routing decisions rather than depend on global knowledge. Stanley Milgram [6] prompt the famous 6-degrees of separation notion by a social experiment. Watts and Strogatz [7] started by looking at graphs and the metrics for graphs common in social networks.
Two key ideas they focused on were Clustering and Path Length which lead to the famous small-world phenomenon in almost every self-organizing networks. Unfortunately, Watts and Strogatz's network constructing approaches are based on regular network, not suitable for dynamic network constructing and maintaining.
Other researches also prompt some approaches which are more suitable for dynamic network constructing, but these approaches seem to be dedicated to constructing low diameter network and without more concerning about cluster coefficient which is important in our system. In
Paradropper, we develop a simple constructing approach, in which the entry point server randomly select an in-network volunteer address as the entry point for the new joining node, which in turn introduces the new node to part of its neighbors with relatively low outdegrees. The detailed algorithm is covered in another paper.
Simulation result shows that, the constructing approach leads to a self-organizing network with high cluster coefficient and short path length.
In accordance with the "small-world" Because Paradropper network has a short path length, in most cases, a peer could reach any peer in small hops (in our system, we set the ttl to 11). Simulation result shows that the workload is well balanced in the whole system.
Relationship-based Cooperative Computing
Different from other embarrassingly parallel computing environment, Paradropper is also a cooperative computing environment.
When one of the tasklet fails, the manager will not just re-send the failure tasklet, but also re-send the related tasklets or re-get computing data. So it is necessary for a computing manager Generally, When a manager finds that a tasklet is dead, it will: We also developed a sequential raytracer, and implemented a white board application to demonstrate the ability of paradropper of cooperative computing.
Summary
As far as we know, Paradroper is the first general-purpose peer-to-peer global computing system which aims at providing a unified computing overlay network and unified GUI interface, and it supports more computing mode and is not restricted to embarrassingly parallel computing. It partly overcomes the bottleneck problem of whole computing network, but there still is computing center within a concrete computing (the computing manager), though any computing failure will not affect another computing processing in the network. Our next work will try to exploit this problem.
